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NO. 55 NOVEMBER 2023  Introduction 

Rethinking Civil-Military Relations 
in Turkey 
How Has the Security Landscape Changed under AKP Rule? 

Sinem Adar and Nebahat Tanrıverdi Yaşar 

Speaking at the inauguration ceremony in June after being sworn in for the third 

time as the president of Turkey, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan promised the nation that his 

policies in the coming five years would “crown the second century of the republic 

with the Century of Türkiye”. Turkey has undergone a massive transformation in the 

last two decades since the Justice and Development Party (AKP) rose to power in 2002. 

Undoubtedly, the reconfiguration of civil-military relations has been one of the most 

critical markers of such change. The Turkish Armed Forces (TAF) has, under AKP rule, 

become an executor of foreign policy in an empowered security ecosystem consisting 

of the Ministry of Interior (MoI), the National Intelligence Organization (MİT), and the 

defence industry. These shifts in the security environment as such have been shaped 

by the dynamics of regime change in Turkey and post-Cold War security imperatives. 

 

Pro-government circles continue to cel-

ebrate civilian control over the military as 

evidence for democratisation. For others, 

who initially welcomed the changing 

balance of power in favour of civilian rule, 

the heavy securitisation of policy and poli-

tics since 2015/6 demonstrates Erdoğan’s 

compliance with the republic’s pro-status-

quo and tutelary underpinnings. Mean-

while, some in the opposition see the 

changing balance of power between civil-

ians and the TAF as another manifestation 

of the deteriorating institutional capacity 

under autocracy. For instance, the mili-

tary’s absence in response to the tragic 

earthquake in February has been taken as 

evidence of a crippled army. 

Oscillating between triumph and criti-

cism, these perspectives are misleading. The 

first view presumes that civilian control 

over the military is conducive to democrati-

sation. Yet, Turkey’s gradual yet steady 

transition into authoritarian rule over the 

last two decades shows otherwise. The sec-

ond perspective treats the temporal overlap 

between the increasing militarism and 

nationalism since 2015/6 and Erdoğan’s 

alliance with ultranationalist actors as an 

isolated causality. The agency of the AKP 

leadership is often overlooked, encompass-

ing not only its vision of state-society rela-

tions but also its perspective on Turkey’s 

global position. The third interpretation of 

the changing civil-military relations takes 

https://www.tccb.gov.tr/en/news/542/147382/-our-nation-will-crown-the-second-century-of-our-republic-with-the-century-of-turkiye-
https://www.tccb.gov.tr/en/news/542/147382/-our-nation-will-crown-the-second-century-of-our-republic-with-the-century-of-turkiye-
https://www.dailysabah.com/opinion/columns/turkish-defense-industry-reshaping-turkiyes-state-identity
https://www.karar.com/yazarlar/etyen-mahcupyan/vesayete-mahkum-olmak-3956
https://foreignpolicy.com/2023/02/24/turkey-earthquake-erdogan-military-tsk-diaster-response-reform-coup/
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/review-of-middle-east-studies/article/abs/dialectics-of-reform-and-repression-unpacking-turkeys-authoritarian-turn/F23137D8FE45C711ECE9B65D1B8A8134
https://setav.org/assets/uploads/2023/05/TDP-Yuzyili-KK.pdf
https://setav.org/assets/uploads/2023/05/TDP-Yuzyili-KK.pdf
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the TAF’s nonexistence in domestic politics 

and policy as a sign of its weakening capac-

ity. Turkey’s expanding military footprint 

in its immediate and far neighbourhood 

obscures this narrative, begging for a more 

nuanced view on its seemingly higher 

operational capabilities. 

The changing power balance 
among security institutions 

It is widely acknowledged that since coming 

to power in 2002, the AKP leadership has 

engaged in a concerted effort to diminish 

the military’s prevailing influence in Turk-

ish politics. Lurking underneath this en-

deavour is the ruling elites’ determination 

to capture and consolidate power. In this 

respect, the failed coup attempt in 2016 and 

its aftermath was a watershed moment. 

Above all, the failed coup attempt and the 

hundreds of citizens who shed their blood 

as a result enabled the president to position 

himself as the embodiment of the people’s 

will and the charismatic defender of society’s 

authentic and national values (“yerli ve milli”). 

Besides the ideational legitimacy, the 

failed coup attempt also allowed the ruling 

elites to restructure the entire security 

landscape, starting with, but certainly not 

limited to, the military. The failed coup 

attempt paved the way for unprecedented 

military purges on the suspicion of having 

links to Gülen. A series of reforms imple-

mented shortly after radically restructured 

the TAF. The land, naval, and air forces 

were brought under the control of the 

Ministry of National Defense, stripping the 

TAF of its command role. Military high 

schools were also abolished, and officer 

cadres started to be recruited instead from 

civilian high schools including Islamic high 

schools (İmam Hatip). Military academies 

were replaced by the National Defense Uni-

versity, which is overseen by the Ministry 

of National Education. Similarly, military 

hospitals were put under the Ministry of 

Health’s administration. 

Putting the TAF under civilian control 

was accompanied by further strengthening 

of other security organisations. The Gendar-

merie and Coast Guards, which was effec-

tively a branch of the armed forces, was 

brought under the MoI’s full control via 

an emergency decree, giving the Ministry 

an upper hand in domestic security. The 

aftermath of the failed coup attempt also 

witnessed the allocation of more heavy 

weaponry to the Turkish National Police 

(TNP) under the jurisdiction of the MoI. As 

a continuation of an already existing trend 

since the AKP’s rise to power, this meant 

not only the empowerment of the police, 

but also that the TNP would take on roles 

previously performed by the military. In 

fact, since 2016, the TNP has been the main 

actor in the war against the Kurdistan 

Workers’ Party (PKK) inside Turkey. 

The post-2016 period also saw further 

changes with the MİT being firmly placed 

at the centre of the security apparatus and 

given new capabilities and authorities to 

balance the TAF and the TNP. Already in 

2014, an amendment to the Law on State 

and Intelligence Services led the MİT to 

assume operational tasks abroad, signifi-

cantly expanding its access to documents 

and resources of other agencies and strength-

ening the criminal immunity enjoyed by its 

members. Later, at the end of 2016, changes 

drafted in the context of the country’s envi-

sioned transition into a presidential system 

placed the organisation under the sole con-

trol of the president, expanded its influence 

among the different elements of the secu-

rity apparatus, and provided it with foreign 

intelligence capabilities. At the opening 

ceremony in 2020 of the organisation’s new 

building, dubbed ‘the Fortress’ (Kale in Turk-

ish), Erdoğan noted that the MİT “played an 

active role in Syria”, “significantly contrib-

uted to the successful execution of our 

[Turkey] military operations”, and “success-

fully executed duties in Libya”. 

A changing security environment 
in the post-Cold War era 

Even though the MİT’s role in foreign policy 

has significantly increased during AKP rule 

https://www.cats-network.eu/topics/visualizing-turkeys-foreign-policy-activism
https://journals.openedition.org/ejts/8122?lang=en
https://watermark.silverchair.com/23bargu.pdf?token=AQECAHi208BE49Ooan9kkhW_Ercy7Dm3ZL_9Cf3qfKAc485ysgAAA1swggNXBgkqhkiG9w0BBwagggNIMIIDRAIBADCCAz0GCSqGSIb3DQEHATAeBglghkgBZQMEAS4wEQQMxbzNtB0HV_lAcCGkAgEQgIIDDmeZbK9jEj3prvT8_9OqbgUheBs036TIwvKTusy6oKdXiXePN91c173zxb-iNre9fssVOhHvw-Y_km_H2hX7eG3kKGaty0au19sJLHA8QL-1KoD1YpBxiE35bz35-6-4TCSWcneqtX9R592kOltBX_f3MhQ6PqHIFGK84bJrxcWa9HznTB0s-OW74tIUS52izd6JYFRb3bbUKVys2-HeHtzPo9tM_67i1ptNBw4vaV_YGVXmYko63imzEcIRaw7ilARN1BPGCo0sfCSKsjuOIPTPdOCEOD_YpWWPuieycTyMb9IQe_Zqnu4e4JIutD53i-yfkmU1rSo2z4nXWmxprlaNKn8DWQivGYLtM7yVw-vzxn0qS0v-y9DBKPix1NYiG7jkk1IyY7n-k2ycM_bcLyavffojc2WfceUWdOd7zUyVO0eq44udjzLyA_PIbAVBGjUXKqtCBMtiFfg9PsemcHrsCaebQ3RgpCIGX08uiErkdFdkbkkFkWkXH1x0aEJmWw4hD4d7wjYDlXKQHT4yOhLJWVAk5rdgesBjSNQNBxc5QY5is90tai2wQzziAsfu9o4cpM9-M9KByN90jIkJG9pgBTZiplIBcSfGSUr1UBTdg4Q5D3Naqz8Ntk6CCkN5Wp8J4vpvuHB1tmGzC0l0XZreYPbbtc5mgi4pPL29mhNYhWPav8KFlTz8nc0bHS06SheeJgmnYQZ_ZzgOpUcrFaSg4m8O9qw0dYLVzaKV-UULHYR-1ZzJdu4vMJcZZ91fNWdHWpWIHiIStQ37eIr_noKm_7UXYwtR3cmh3hIRhpnxmx9ZRM0YWywYjrfAYCB3iRbvsFFzWv0BT5CkHteL7u7uJCH7_Cw5AfTzaxwCUiIuCaKrY48y6mKq26_KDO5O4tRrFEbsywHKRepYiLRNzVpbk6SjAuIY1l4T0yH13hlO5IWgMM51drDi2kbvgoBcU3EtcORFEFfQWhSKO-o5sCj1OTPFNBd4CUyk-xzYpkHVA4Fb77z1mORCqQfT4tWVX9PvQTVHplsrAuAXijnM
https://www.dw.com/en/erdogan-purges-army-and-judiciary-after-failed-coup/a-19405458
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/04597222.2017.1271210
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/04597222.2017.1271210
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/04597222.2017.1271210
https://tr.boell.org/sites/default/files/2022-05/I.Akca_B.Ozden_A_Political-Economic_Map_of_the_Turkish_Defense_Industry.pdf
https://www.dailysabah.com/politics/news-analysis/mit-strategic-evolution-of-turkish-intelligence-into-self-reliance
https://www.swp-berlin.org/en/publication/turkeys-presidential-system-after-two-and-a-half-years#en-d18742e496
https://www.swp-berlin.org/en/publication/turkeys-presidential-system-after-two-and-a-half-years#en-d18742e496
https://www.dailysabah.com/politics/2016/12/06/government-finalizes-draft-work-for-restructuring-of-turkish-intelligence
https://www.dailysabah.com/politics/2016/12/06/government-finalizes-draft-work-for-restructuring-of-turkish-intelligence
https://www.dailysabah.com/politics/news-analysis/mit-strategic-evolution-of-turkish-intelligence-into-self-reliance
https://www.dailysabah.com/politics/news-analysis/mit-strategic-evolution-of-turkish-intelligence-into-self-reliance
https://www.aa.com.tr/tr/libya/cumhurbaskani-erdogan-mit-libyada-uzerine-dusen-gorevleri-hakkiyla-yerine-getiriyor/1693879
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at a visibly rapid pace, particularly follow-

ing the failed coup attempt, the aspirations 

to equip the organisation with operational 

and foreign intelligence capabilities go back 

to the 1990s. In his master’s thesis pub-

lished in 1999 on the role of intelligence 

in foreign policy in the U.S., the UK, and 

Turkey, the MİT’s former head and current 

Minister of Foreign Affairs Hakan Fidan 

argued that given Turkey’s active foreign 

policy, it “cannot expect a continuation of 

the intelligence sharing of the past [Cold 

War era]”, and needs to tailor “foreign/stra-

tegic intelligence” to its “foreign, military, 

and economic policies”. 

The end of the Cold War did indeed 

usher in new challenges for Turkey, under-

lined by the search for a new identity. 

Among them, one of the most crucial was 

integrating its armed forces into a changing 

global security environment. As a NATO 

army, the TAF’s capabilities and responsi-

bilities were shaped over decades to counter 

threats such as a possible Soviet invasion 

and a communist revolutionary attempt 

from within. The post-Cold War assump-

tion that the likelihood of traditional war-

fare had decreased led to debates about 

the necessity to downsize the TAF without 

weakening its operational capabilities. 

In fact, already in the second half of 

the 1980s, when tension between the Cold 

War’s two central protagonists began to 

decrease, policymakers saw it necessary to 

align the TAF with newly emerging needs 

via military modernisation and profession-

alisation programmes. The first step 

towards the latter was taken in 1986 with 

the recruitment of specialised sergeants. 

Likewise, the TAF announced in 1985 a 

modernisation programme based on two 

pillars: the upgrading of military equip-

ment and increasing the share of national 

production in the defence industry. 

Later in the 1990s, the modernisation 

efforts coincided with the army’s expanding 

influence in domestic politics (despite the 

Prime Minister and then President Turgut 

Ozal’s attempts in the late 1980s and early 

1990s to bring it under civilian control) and 

its more direct and decisive role in foreign 

policy, particularly in the Middle East, due 

to the changing threat perceptions after the 

First Gulf War. Doğan Güreş, the Chief of 

the General Staff between 1990 and 1994, 

echoed this mindset: “The stronger a coun-

try’s armed forces are, the stronger its 

foreign policy will be”. Turkish officers 

were ready to combat Greece, Syria, and the 

PKK all at the same time, expressed by the 

‘two and a half wars’ concept.  

In addition to the anxieties underlined 

by these changing security threats in a 

fragile neighbourhood, the whole debate 

was fraught with insecurity triggered by 

Turkey’s diminishing role in the European 

security structure. As a non-EU member, 

Ankara was worried that the EU would 

become the primary actor responsible for 

its own security, potentially sidelining 

NATO. To demonstrate Turkey’s utility to 

its Western allies, decisionmakers were 

more than ever before willing to deploy 

troops beyond its borders by participating 

in UN and NATO peacekeeping operations. 

Between 1992 and 1994, Turkey deployed 

troops in Somalia as part of a UN operation. 

In 1993, upon NATO invitation, 18 Turkish 

F-16s were sent to Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

and later Turkey also partook in the UN 

peacekeeping operation in the region. 

Weak inside, strong outside: 
The army as a mere executor of 
foreign policy 

The AKP not only adopted, but also in-

strumentalised this triad of militarisation, 

professionalisation, and modernisation, 

in line with its own domestic and foreign 

policy aspirations. The AKP’s initial com-

mitment to EU reforms, initiated during the 

accession negotiations that began in 2005, 

helped the ruling party to garner support 

from both the masses and the elites within 

Turkey. By the end of the 2000s, the bal-

ance of power in civil-military relations 

was already distorted in favour of the AKP. 

While the TAF’s dominance in domestic 

politics continued to decline amid the cen-

tralisation and personalisation of power 

https://repository.bilkent.edu.tr/server/api/core/bitstreams/175b39d3-23a8-4668-829f-9ba6acfe15fb/content
https://www.jstor.org/stable/4328771
https://www.jstor.org/stable/4328771
http://www.dspace.yildiz.edu.tr/xmlui/bitstream/handle/1/540/0028165.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
http://www.dspace.yildiz.edu.tr/xmlui/bitstream/handle/1/540/0028165.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://tr.boell.org/sites/default/files/2022-04/I.Akca_B.Ozden_Turkiye_Savunma_Sanayiinin_Ekonomi-Politik_Haritasi.pdf
https://tr.boell.org/sites/default/files/2022-04/I.Akca_B.Ozden_Turkiye_Savunma_Sanayiinin_Ekonomi-Politik_Haritasi.pdf
https://www.insightturkey.com/file/411/civil-military-relations-during-the-ak-party-era-major-developments-and-challenges-fall-2013-vol15-no4
https://www.insightturkey.com/file/411/civil-military-relations-during-the-ak-party-era-major-developments-and-challenges-fall-2013-vol15-no4
https://www.insightturkey.com/file/411/civil-military-relations-during-the-ak-party-era-major-developments-and-challenges-fall-2013-vol15-no4
https://www.insightturkey.com/file/411/civil-military-relations-during-the-ak-party-era-major-developments-and-challenges-fall-2013-vol15-no4
https://open.metu.edu.tr/handle/11511/58550
https://twitter.com/TrDisPolitika/status/845162746329022465/photo/1
https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/ADA394287.pdf
https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/ADA394287.pdf
https://dergipark.org.tr/tr/download/article-file/539714
https://peacekeeping.un.org/sites/default/files/past/unosom2facts.html
https://dergipark.org.tr/en/download/article-file/105917
https://peacekeeping.un.org/mission/past/unprof_b.htm
https://peacekeeping.un.org/mission/past/unprof_b.htm
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during the 2010s, the army had become 

more active outside Turkey, arguably turn-

ing into “an expeditionary entity”. 

Today, Turkey has several overseas mili-

tary bases, including in Syria, Iraq, Libya, 

Somalia, and Qatar. Since 2016, Ankara has 

also added military power to its foreign 

policy instruments. According to the BICC, 

Turkey was in 2021 among the top ten most 

militarised countries in Europe. The mili-

tarisation of foreign policy is manifest in 

Ankara’s operations in northern Syria and 

Iraq, its military support to the then Gov-

ernment of National Accord (GNA) in the 

Second Libyan Civil War in 2019 and to 

Azerbaijan in the Second Nagorno-Kara-

bakh War in 2020, and in its brinkmanship 

in the Eastern Mediterranean in 2019/20. 

Efforts at professionalisation also con-

tinue. Today, compulsory military service 

still exists, but as of 2021, 55.2 per cent of 

the TAF’s combat force comprised profession-

al soldiers. Moreover, the procurement and 

upgrading of high-technology equipment 

has been one of the most heated topics dur-

ing AKP rule. Motivated by the desire to 

strengthen the indigenous defence industry, 

significant investments were made in various 

areas, including land, naval, and air forces. 

Notwithstanding, Turkey’s search for a new 

identity continues as manifest in oscillations, 

first between the U.S. and the EU, later be-

tween its Western allies and their challengers. 

The AKP’s initial adoption of the F35 

Joint Strike Fighter Program (JSF), in which 

Turkey participated in 1999, was first inter-

rupted in the face of the disagreements 

between Ankara and Washington during 

the Iraq War. The EU accession negotiations 

provided Turkey with alternatives such as 

the Eurofighters, the purchase of which it 

hoped would pave the way for admission 

to the then newly established European 

Defence Agency (EDA). Eventually, Turkey 

joined the production phase of the JSF in 

2007. Yet, Turkey’s relations with its West-

ern allies have steadily soured ever since. 

By the late 2000s, the talk of accession 

negotiations had almost wholly lost mo-

mentum and since 2016, the negotiations 

are effectively at a standstill. Meanwhile, 

disagreements in Syria particularly with the 

U.S., Ankara’s increasingly confrontational 

foreign policy in the Eastern Mediterranean 

and elsewhere, and Turkey’s increasing 

rapprochement with Russia have all deterio-

rated U.S.-Turkey relations. Failing to repair 

relations with its Western allies, the mod-

ernisation effort lost its anchor, with Ankara 

first signalling its intention to buy Chinese 

air defence systems in 2013 and later in 

2017, buying the Russian air-missile defence 

system S400s amid the political tensions 

with its Western allies in the aftermath of 

the failed coup attempt. In turn, the U.S. 

removed Ankara from the JSF and sanctioned 

the Presidency of Defense Industries (SSB). 

The defence industry: A boost to 
the changing security landscape 

What started as a strategic oscillation 

between the U.S. and the EU in the 2000s 

in aircraft modernisation has, over time, 

culminated in tactical blunders, intensified 

by, and simultaneously facilitating, Turkey’s 

authoritarian turn. The initial strategic 

aim to enhance self-reliance in indigenous 

defence production as the backbone of the 

army modernisation programmes was fur-

ther solidified albeit under the shadow of 

deteriorating relations with Ankara’s West-

ern allies and more and more out of neces-

sity due to Turkey’s increasing isolation. 

Particularly during the 2010s, the Turk-

ish defence industry went through three 

crucial changes: i) the inclusion of higher 

technology elements into production such 

as short- and medium-range air defence 

systems, frigates, TCG Anadolu, and un-

manned armed vehicles; ii) the expansion 

of the market encompassing old and new 

companies, ranging from small- and 

medium-sized enterprises to giants such as 

Koç, Baykar, BMC, and FNSS; and, relatedly, 

iii) the privatisation of the sector. Particu-

larly since 2016, overlapping with the mili-

tarisation of foreign policy, the defence in-

dustry has experienced significant growth 

with the total turnover of the companies 

in the field reaching US$8.9 billion in 2020 

https://jamestown.org/program/turkeys-growing-military-expeditionary-posture/
https://www.bicc.de/uploads/tx_bicctools/BICC_GMI_2021_EN.pdf
https://www.bicc.de/uploads/tx_bicctools/BICC_GMI_2021_EN.pdf
https://www.savunmasanayist.com/tskda-artik-cogunluk-profesyonellerde/
https://www.savunmasanayist.com/tskda-artik-cogunluk-profesyonellerde/
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/002070201306800108?casa_token=jdfLhEpqpAsAAAAA:xzQwjjSIVp1DxWZKoBvDHBFFyG1DPRdA9U7ke8WpU86OE9vHm0nCWJkgf8rsWLrPlLjeL2v9yLNt
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/002070201306800108?casa_token=jdfLhEpqpAsAAAAA:xzQwjjSIVp1DxWZKoBvDHBFFyG1DPRdA9U7ke8WpU86OE9vHm0nCWJkgf8rsWLrPlLjeL2v9yLNt
https://www.defenseone.com/ideas/2016/02/turkey-china-air-defense-missile/125648/
https://www.defenseone.com/ideas/2016/02/turkey-china-air-defense-missile/125648/
https://www.dw.com/en/us-removes-turkey-from-f-35-program-after-s-400-fiasco/a-49625337
https://www.mei.edu/publications/caatsa-sanctions-are-hurting-turkeys-military-readiness-time-when-nato-cant-afford-it
https://www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/koctan-sancaka-turkiyenin-savas-makinasi-makale-1514116
https://www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/koctan-sancaka-turkiyenin-savas-makinasi-makale-1514116
https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2019/01/turkey-privatization-military-factory-draws-criticism.html
https://www.kolayihracat.gov.tr/sektorler/savunma-havacilik-ve-uzay#:~:text=2020%20y%C4%B1l%C4%B1%20sonu%20itibariyle%2C%20T%C3%BCrkiye,8%2C9%20milyar%20dolara%20ula%C5%9Fm%C4%B1%C5%9Ft%C4%B1r
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and contract value hitting US$60 billion in 

2022 (compared to US$5 billion in 2002). The 

number of defence projects between 2002 

and 2022 similarly increased from 62 to 812. 

A new national identity 
in the making 

The upsurge of the defence industry has 

permeated into society as well. The Ministry 

of Industry and Technology, in cooperation 

with the MoI, the Ministry of Youth and 

Sports, and the Turkish Technology Team – 

a foundation which was founded by Erdo-

ğan’s son-in-law Selçuk Bayraktar whose 

family owns the defence company Baykar – 

has since 2018 organised the TEKNOFEST 

Aerospace and Technology Festival. The 

latter’s reported aim is to “increase popular 

interest in technology and raise awareness 

about Turkey’s transformation into a society 

that produces and develops technology”. 

Despite various technology-related 

topics, including green energy and health, 

many of the participants at TEKNOFEST are 

defence companies. The festival is perceived 

by the AKP leadership as a crucial instru-

ment to garner mass support for securitisa-

tion and the ruling elites’ discourse on a 

“fully independent Turkey”. Accordingly, 

homegrown products demonstrate the 

country’s self-sufficiency. TEKNOFEST is 

indeed a distinct example of the AKP’s im-

agination for the nation: rooted in society’s 

authentic values and local knowledge, in-

dependent (particularly from the West), and 

self-confident to carry the nation forward. 

This unique combination of the claim to 

authenticity, militarism, and techno-nation-

alism distinguishes the AKP’s militaristic 

discourse from previous periods. “Every 

Turk was born a soldier” was the famous 

motto of past militarist discourse and accom-

panying indoctrination mechanisms. Today, 

an engineer or an entrepreneur involved in 

the production of military technology is 

not only capable but is also expected to con-

tribute toward making Turkey independent. 

For Selçuk Bayraktar, for instance, his 

drone-producing company Baykar redeems 

the “self-confidence” that was lost when 

“the center of gravity [in science and inno-

vation] shifted, a century and a half ago, 

toward the West”. 

Soap operas produced by the state broad-

caster TRT also help deliver this message. 

Gönül Dağı (Gönül Mountain), for instance, 

portrays the efforts of three cousins in a 

remote town in Anatolia to produce tech-

nology. Teşkilat (Organisation), on the other 

hand, tells the story of the MİT trying to 

uncover a deadly operation organised by 

foreign intelligence services against Turkish 

engineers designing drones. 

Domestic and security implications 

All of this suggests that the AKP leadership’s 

dismantling of military tutelage does not 

automatically translate into the AKP’s hos-

tility or objection to militarisation in terms 

of its ideology and policy practices. A com-

prehensive look at the restructuring of the 

security landscape, including but not lim-

ited to the TAF, demonstrates a structural 

transformation that goes beyond the di-

chotomy of a strong versus weak military. 

This transformation is marked by three 

elements. Firstly, not only the TAF, but also 

the MoI and MİT are today equipped with 

comparable resources and heavy equip-

ment. Secondly, the TAF’s role in domestic 

security has been overtaken by the MoI and, 

as such, the areas of responsibility of the 

two organisations are separated. Meanwhile, 

the MİT represents the nexus between 

domestic and national security, resembling 

a deus ex machina. Last but not least, security 

organisations in this new structure continu-

ously balance and complement one another. 

Naturally, compartmentalising security 

enhances the president’s control over secu-

rity institutions and produces an effective 

coup-proofing strategy. The AKP leadership 

seems, at least for the moment, to have a 

military capable of executing its foreign 

policy, on the one hand, while preventing it 

from intervening in politics, on the other. 

This enables the AKP to securitise domestic 

politics without necessarily having to worry 
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about empowering the military. As such, it 

also cultivates a new national identity com-

bining militarism, techno-nationalism, 

and the ruling elites’ claim to authenticity. 

Masses are mobilised accordingly, while 

defence companies continue to profit. 

Still, this new structure is not yet stable. 

The first obstacle comes from the deteriora-

tion of institutions after the massive re-

structuring of Turkey’s political system. The 

composition of Erdoğan’s new cabinet im-

plies a willingness to overcome this chal-

lenge and consolidate the system. Secondly, 

Turkey’s brain drain and economic difficul-

ties hamper efforts to expand and deepen 

an indigenous defence industry, especially 

in an environment of strained relations 

with its Western allies. A third and related 

hurdle to the stabilisation of the new secu-

rity landscape is Ankara’s inability to resolve 

the issue of Turkey’s positioning within the 

current international system. A lasting solu-

tion to this ongoing debate since the 1990s 

does not appear on the horizon as far as the 

AKP leadership is concerned. 

Notwithstanding the question of stabil-

ity, any future attempt at democratisation 

in Turkey should carefully address the new 

realities in the security landscape and their 

societal implications. The transformation of 

civil-military relations as one of the pillars 

of the changing security landscape also 

raises important questions about Turkey’s 

relations with NATO and the EU. 

Firstly, the apparent transformation of 

the Turkish military into an expeditionary 

army is compatible with a pattern visible 

within NATO armies since the 2000s. This 

trend seeks to enhance the capabilities of 

these armies to operate abroad, addressing 

NATO’s post-Cold War responsibilities of 

crisis management and cooperative security 

within its stability projection agenda. 

Secondly, the TAF is NATO’s second 

largest standing army after the U.S. Armed 

Forces and Ankara remains willing to dis-

play its usefulness to its NATO allies when 

opportunities arise. In June 2023, for in-

stance, a Turkish commando battalion was 

stationed in Kosovo to bolster NATO-led 

peacekeepers upon a request by NATO. In 

addition, as the withdrawal of the U.S. and 

other NATO forces from Afghanistan became 

clear, Turkey reportedly offered at a NATO 

meeting to guard and run Kabul’s airport 

after the withdrawal was complete. 

Thirdly, Ankara does not hesitate to act 

as a spoiler within NATO, driven by a gen-

eral mistrust of its allies for not approach-

ing Turkey’s interests on an equal footing. 

A case in point here is its objection to Swe-

den’s (initially also Finland’s) NATO mem-

bership bids based on the alleged support 

that they provide to actors that Turkey con-

siders a threat to its national security. 

Although Turkey’s willingness to actively 

partake in NATO missions at first glance ap-

pears contradictory to its disruptive behav-

iour within the organisation, there is a logic 

to this seeming inconsistency. On the one 

hand, Turkey sees its NATO membership as 

vital to its aspirations to conduct an inde-

pendent foreign policy. This perspective cer-

tainly drives Ankara’s so-called balancing act 

between NATO and Russia in the Black Sea. 

At the same time, Ankara continues to 

operate with an existential anxiety about 

being left out of the European defence 

and security structures and missions. Even 

though the origins of this insecurity go 

back to the early post-Cold War period, it 

has moved onto a self-perpetuating path, 

particularly salient in the last decade of 

AKP rule amid efforts to redefine Turkey’s 

role in a changing international order, 

albeit rather incoherently. 

Given that Turkey’s EU accession pros-

pects are in the short- to mid-term off the 

horizon, mutual trust between the EU and 

Turkey has been significantly eroded, and 

Ankara’s potential to disrupt the coherence 

of NATO continues, prospects for formulat-

ing a joint and enduring approach to tackle 

geopolitical challenges facing the EU and 

Turkey in their common neighbourhoods 

appear dim. 
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